
INSTRUCTIONS
Item 15042

Folding Camp Cot

Thank you for purchasing this Texsport folding camp cot. Please read and understand each step of the set-up instructions. We
encourage you to set-up this folding camp cot at least once prior to your camping trip, ensuring that you have a satisfactory
understanding of the set-up process. We hope you enjoy your new folding camp cot and that it will give you many years of
camping pleasure. 

Do not apply excessive 
force to this product.

PARTS LIST:
A - Short End Frame Section
B - Long End Frame Section
C - Folding Cot and Frame

A
B C

STEP 1 - Unfold cot.

STEP 4 - With the cot frame half
open, adjust the cot fabric so
that it is centered on the frame.
This allows the short end frame
section to attach easily.

STEP 5 - Insert the short end 
section into the cot sleeve.

STEP 6 - Insert attached frame
pins into corresponding holes on
end sections to secure.

STEP 2 - Fold down leg supports
against bed section side frames.

STEP 3 - Pull frame slightly apart
and stand on legs.



STEP 7 - Loosen the velcro on the
other end of the cot. This allows
you to avoid pinched fingers
when assembling the end section
when the cot fabric is too tight.

STEP 8 - Insert the long end 
section into the adjusted cot
sleeve.

STEP 9 - Insert attached frame
pins into corresponding holes on
end sections to secure. Like step
6.

STEP 10 - Stand assembled cot
on the short end section.

STEP 11 - To be comfortable the
cot fabric must be under tension.
Adjust the velcro to your liking.

STEP 12 - Enjoy!

MODEL:  FOLDING CAMP COT
ITEM 15042

MADE IN CHINA
SKP10

QUESTIONS:
If you should have any questions, problems or comments, please call our Customer Service
Department at 1-800-231-1402 or e-mail info@texsport.com. This Department is open
M–F from 8 a.m.–5 p.m. CST.


